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  Iowa Agriculture Darcy Dougherty Maulsby,2020-04-27 The Tall Corn State's
agricultural history influences countless aspects of modern life. To truly
understand Iowa, you have to understand the culture of agriculture--the
stories of the people of the land. In many ways, these are untold stories,
especially as more generations of families are further removed from living or
working on Iowa farms. Visitors from around the globe travel to Iowa annually
for major events like the Farm Progress Show, the World Pork Expo and the
World Food Prize. Agriculture has shaped Iowa's landscape from the location
of towns and the evolution of the world-famous Iowa State Fair to Iowa's
beloved culinary traditions like breaded pork tenderloins, sweet corn and
more. Join fifth-generation Iowa farmer Darcy Dougherty Maulsby as she
details the fascinating history of agriculture in Iowa.
  New England Farmer ,2001
  Small Farm Handbook, 2nd Edition Laura Tourte,Ben Andrews Faber,2011 Since
its publication in 1994, the Small Farm Handbook has been an essential
resource for California’s small farmers and the agricultural professionals
advising them – selling over 4300 copies. Now this invaluable reference has
been updated and expanded for today’s small-scale producers. The handbook
covers three essential areas: Background skills and knowledge, the business
side, and the farming side Within these broad areas you’ll find specific
chapters on: Requirements for Successful Farming Growing Crops Raising
Animals Farm and Financial Management Marketing and Product Sales Labor
Management Also included are profiles of six small farm operators
representing a sample of California’s diverse agriculture. Throughout you’ll
get a look at emerging trends and issues for California agriculture and
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innovative methods for better production and management, all of which can
lead to better farm performance. Drawing upon the knowledge of 32 experts
from the University of California, No other publication covers the topics,
issues, and facets of California’s small-scale agriculture with this depth or
level of expertise. From the basics to risk management, specialty crops to
marketing and product sales, this guide covers the gamut.
  Farmer Attitudes Toward the Cooperative Extension Service in Illinois
Robert Allison Jarnagin,1964
  The Agriculture Manifesto Robert Saik,2018-01-31 How to Stay Informed About
the Future of Agriculture... Whether you are a farmer who wants to stay
connected with consumer trends, an agribusiness person interested in where
our industry is headed or a consumer trying to separate hype from truth, I am
willing to share what I see out in the field every day. The good news is, I
am profoundly optimistic about the ability of agriculture to feed our planet,
despite the population growth, because I see what science and technology are
doing to improve our food production and because every day I work with
dedicated, passionate people who care deeply about agriculture, the world's
most important industry. If you'd like us to help, just send an email to:
Trends@AGRI-TREND.com I have a blast on Twitter and hope you follow me @RSaik
  Wallaces Farmer ,1962
  A Family Farm Robert L. Switzer,Frank Edward Barmore,2012 Switzer's memoir
covers four generations of life on the family farm in Illinois. The tale is
enhanced with photographs plus watercolors and woodblock prints by the
author's wife and son. Frank E. Barmore adds information about the
nineteenth-century history of this family farm, the Barmore family, and the
settling of that area of Illinois.
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  A Profile of the Farm Machinery Industry Dawn M. Drake,2021-04-15 This book
examines farm machinery in the context of its history, corporations, outside
market forces, regulations, and challenges and opportunities. The farm
machinery industry is a complex sector of the global manufacturing economy
that encompasses many companies, including those who that produce tractors,
combines, planting equipment, tillage equipment, and irrigation systems.
While the global industry is dominated by three full-line manufacturers
(Deere and Company, Case New Holland, and the Allis-Gleaner Corporation),
there are thousands of other companies, including many short-line
manufacturers, that also dictate the nature of the industry. In recent years,
equipment built by competitors from Asia have become more common in the
farmstead landscape, capturing some of the market share U.S. manufacturers
once dominated. This book examines farm machinery in the context of its
history, corporations, outside market forces, regulations, and challenges and
opportunities. The farm machinery industry, while contributing a small
percentage to gross world product, is vitally important to another key sector
of the economy—agriculture. In advanced economies, where the percentage of
the labor force engaged in agriculture has been on the decline since World
War II, high horsepower tractors and efficient harvesting systems are
necessary to cultivate more acres with fewer workers to feed an ever-growing
world population. Threats to profits in agriculture, such as natural
disasters, climate change, and trade wars, increasingly challenge the profits
and the viability of the farm machinery industry.
  Wisconsin Agriculture Jerry Apps,2015-08-17 I'm embarrassed to say I
thought I knew anything substantial about Wisconsin agriculture or its
history before I read this book. 'Wisconsin Agriculture' should be required
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reading in history classes from high school to the collegiate level. It makes
me thankful that Jerry Apps has such a sense of commitment to Wisconsin's
agricultural heritage--and to getting the story right. --Pam Jahnke, Farm
Director, Wisconsin Farm Report Radio Wisconsin has been a farming state from
its very beginnings. And though it's long been known as the Dairy State, it
produces much more than cows, milk, and cheese. In fact, Wisconsin is one of
the most diverse agricultural states in the nation. The story of farming in
Wisconsin is rich and diverse as well, and the threads of that story are
related and intertwined. In this long-awaited volume, celebrated rural
historian Jerry Apps examines everything from the fundamental influences of
landscape and weather to complex matters of ethnic and pioneer settlement
patterns, changing technology, agricultural research and education, and
government regulations and policies. Along with expected topics, such as the
cranberry industry and artisan cheesemaking, Wisconsin Agriculture delves
into beef cattle and dairy goats, fur farming and Christmas trees, maple
syrup and honey, and other specialty crops, including ginseng, hemp,
cherries, sugar beets, mint, sphagnum moss, flax, and hops. Apps also
explores new and rediscovered farming endeavors, from aquaculture to urban
farming to beekeeping, and discusses recent political developments, such as
the 2014 Farm Bill and its ramifications. And he looks to the future of
farming, contemplating questions of ethical growing practices, food safety,
sustainability, and the potential effects of climate change. Featuring first-
person accounts from the settlement era to today, along with more than 200
captivating photographs, Wisconsin Agriculture breathes life into the facts
and figures of 150 years of farming history and provides compelling insights
into the state's agricultural past, present, and future.
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  Restoration Agriculture Mark Shepard,2013 Around the globe most people get
their calories from annual agriculture - plants that grow fast for one
season, produce lots of seeds, then die. Every single human society that has
relied on annual crops for staple foods has collapsed. Restoration
Agriculture explains how we can have all of the benefits of natural,
perennial ecosystems and create agricultural systems that imitate nature in
form and function while still providing for our food, building, fuel and many
other needs - in your own backyard, farm or ranch. This book, based on real-
world practices, presents an alternative to the agriculture system of
eradication and offers exciting hope for our future.
  Tractor Wars Neil Dahlstrom,2022-01-11 Mr. Dahlstrom...has written a superb
history of the tractor and this long-forgotten period of capitalism in U.S.
agriculture. We now know the whole story of when farming, business and the
free-market economy diverged, divided and conquered. —Wall Street Journal
Discover the untold story of the “tractor wars,” the twenty-year period that
introduced power farming—the most fundamental change in world agriculture in
hundreds of years. Before John Deere, Ford, and International Harvester
became icons of American business, they were competitors in a forgotten
battle for the farm. From 1908-1928, against the backdrop of a world war and
economic depression, these brands were engaged in a race to introduce the
tractor and revolutionize farming. By the turn of the twentieth century, four
million people had left rural America and moved to cities, leaving the
nation’s farms shorthanded for the work of plowing, planting, cultivating,
harvesting, and threshing. That’s why the introduction of the tractor is an
innovation story as essential as man’s landing on the moon or the advent of
the internet—after all, with the tractor, a shrinking farm population could
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still feed a growing world. But getting the tractor from the boardroom to the
drafting table, then from factory and the farm, was a technological and
competitive battle that until now, has never been fully told. A researcher,
historian, and writer, Neil Dahlstrom has spent decades in the corporate
archives at John Deere. In Tractor Wars, Dahlstrom offers an insider’s view
of a story that entwines a myriad of brands and characters, stakes and plots:
the Reverend Daniel Hartsough, a pastor turned tractor designer; Alexander
Legge, the eventual president of International Harvester, a former cowboy who
took on Henry Ford; William Butterworth and the oft-at-odds leadership team
at John Deere that partnered with the enigmatic Ford but planned for his
ultimate failure. With all the bitterness and drama of the race between Ford,
Dodge, and General Motors, Tractor Wars is the untold story of industry
stalwarts and disruptors, inventors, and administrators racing to invent
modern agriculture—a power farming revolution that would usher in a whole new
world.
  Pink Bollworm Eradication United States. Congress. House. Committee on
Agriculture,1928
  Grain Marketing Is Simple (it's Just Not Easy) Edward Usset,2023-09-20
Grain marketing remains a serious topic, but this third edition tackles the
issues with even more relevant information and fun, including strategies,
tactics and pricing tools. This book was written for grain producers and ag
professionals with a serious interest in grain markets and marketing
strategies.
  John Deere Evolution: The Design and Engineering of an American Icon Lee
Klancher,2021-06 This beautiful book is an encyclopedic, behind-the-scenes
look at how the machines were designed and built containing examples of every
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model line built by John Deere since 1919. Matching the strong visuals is an
in-depth history that includes interviews with the engineers, industrial
designers, and other Deere & Co. people who designed, built, and sold the
machines.
  Farm Inventories James Stuart Ball,1920 'Annual property lists, or
inventories are of practical value to the farmer in may ways : If progress is
being made they accurately gauge the extent of it. If the farmer is falling
behind, the lists will emphasize this fact. Often when a man is discouraged
and thinks he is making no progress, his inventories will reveal to him the
fact that he is better off than he thought, and thus give him courage. Such
lists are the basis of any system of farm accounting that may be established.
The various uses of farm inventories are explained in this bulletin which
presents complete and explicit directions as to how to make use and care for
a farm property book.--Page 2
  A Small Farm Future Chris Smaje,2020-10-21 A modern classic of the new
agrarianism Chris Smaje...shows that the choice is clear. Either we have a
small farm future, or we face collapse and extinction.—Vandana Shiva Every
young person should read this book.—Richard Heinberg In a groundbreaking
debut, farmer and social scientist Chris Smaje argues that organizing society
around small-scale farming offers the soundest, sanest and most reasonable
response to climate change and other crises of civilisation—and will yield
humanity’s best chance at survival. Drawing on a vast range of sources from
across a multitude of disciplines, A Small Farm Future analyses the complex
forces that make societal change inevitable; explains how low-carbon, locally
self-reliant agrarian communities can empower us to successfully confront
these changes head on; and explores the pathways for delivering this vision
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politically. Challenging both conventional wisdom and utopian blueprints, A
Small Farm Future offers rigorous original analysis of wicked problems and
hidden opportunities in a way that illuminates the path toward functional
local economies, effective self-provisioning, agricultural diversity and a
shared earth. Perfect for readers of both Wendell Berry and Thomas Piketty, A
Small Farm Future is a refreshing, new outlook on a way forward for
society—and a vital resource for activists, students, policy makers, and
anyone looking to enact change.
  National Campaign News Take Pride in America,1991-02
  All We Knew Was to Farm Melissa Walker,2002-07-22 Winner of the Willie Lee
Rose Prize from the Southern Association for Women Historians In the years
after World War I, Southern farm women found their world changing. A postwar
plunge in farm prices stretched into a twenty-year agricultural depression
and New Deal programs eventually transformed the economy. Many families left
their land to make way for larger commercial farms. New industries and the
intervention of big government in once insular communities marked a turning
point in the struggle of upcountry women—forcing new choices and the
redefinition of traditional ways of life. Melissa Walker's All We Knew Was to
Farm draws on interviews, archives, and family and government records to
reconstruct the conflict between rural women and bewildering and unsettling
change. Some women adapted by becoming partners in farm operations, adopting
the roles of consumers and homemakers, taking off-farm jobs, or leaving the
land. The material lives of rural upcountry women improved dramatically by
midcentury—yet in becoming middle class, Walker concludes, the women found
their experiences both broadened and circumscribed.
  Big Blue and Polly Mike Dykstra,Kinze Manufacturing, Inc,2013-11-27 Big
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Blue and Polly the plow have a huge job to do - they need to plow better and
faster than anyone has before! Learn how these two good friends meet for the
first time. See how they encourage one another to work hard and do their
best. Smile as they have fun working together to show the world how to plow!
  American Farming Culture and the History of Technology Joshua T.
Brinkman,2024-05-06 Presenting a history of agriculture in the American Corn
Belt, this book argues that modernization occurred not only for economic
reasons but also because of how farmers use technology as a part of their
identity and culture. Histories of agriculture often fail to give agency to
farmers in bringing about change and ignore how people embed technology with
social meaning. This book, however, shows how farmers use technology to
express their identities in unspoken ways and provides a framework for
bridging the current rural-urban divide by presenting a fresh perspective on
rural cultural practices. Focusing on German and Jeffersonian farmers in the
18th century and Corn Belt producers in the 1920s, the Cold War, and the
recent period of globalization, this book traces how farmers formed their own
versions of rural modernity. Rural people use technology to contest urban
modernity and debunk yokel stereotypes and women specifically employed
technology to resist urban gender conceptions. This book shows how this
performance of rural identity through technological use impacts a variety of
current policy issues and business interests surrounding contemporary
agriculture from the controversy over genetically modified organisms and hog
confinement facilities to the growth of wind energy and precision
technologies. Inspired by the author's own experience on his family’s farm,
this book provides a novel and important approach to understanding how
farmers’ culture has changed over time, and why machinery is such a potent
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part of their identity. This book will be of great interest to students and
scholars of agricultural history, technology and policy, rural studies, the
history of science and technology, and the history of farming culture in the
USA.
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